
 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

F1 10:00 AM FEMALE ARG PUR 5-7 Sol Canda (#2) 

3 goals 

Guzman (#6) 

4 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

ARG 1 1 1 2 5 

PUR 2 3 2 0 7 
 

GAME OFFICIALS 
 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

MITCHELL (CAN) LOPEZ (COL) INOUE (USA) 

 

COMMENTS 
 

Thee first game of the Junior Panamerican Championship was between Argentina 

and Puerto Rico. Bothe teams played a very competitive and aggressive game from 

start to finish. The first quarter saw Puerto Rico take a lead 1-0 on a goal from 

center forward. Argentina countered with a goal on extra man to tie the game at 

one. Guzman (#6) scored one more goal ro provide Puerto Rico sme breathing 

room,, ending que quarte 2-1 in favor of Puerto Rico. The second quarte gad 

Guzman scored two ore goals for Puerto Tico and Torres (#10) on an extra man, 

while Argentina was only able to score once. The half ended with the score 5-2 in 

favor of Puerto Rico. The second half saw Puerto Rico capitalize from 6-7 meters 

shots with Argentina trying to counter with extra man goal of their own. The fourth 

had Puerto Rico ahead 7-3. They played a very conservative game, trying to use the 

30 second shot clock on every possession. Argentina was able to get three extra man 

opportunities, but were not able to capitalize. Goalie Caban from Puerto Rico was 

outstanding, stopping shot after shot from everywhere on the court. The last goal of 

the game was scored by Argentina with two minutes left on the game, with no goals 

for Puerto Rico. Argentina was lead by Sol Canda (#2) with three goals. Guzman 

(#6) lead the winning team with four goals. Argentina will play Brazil while Puerto 

Rico will battle USA in the second day of competition.  

 



 
GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

F2 11:20 AM FEMALE BRA CAN 7-8 Leao (#7) 

Pereira (#11) 

Two goals 

Vandyke (#10) 

Lizotte (#11) 

Two goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

BRA 3 1 2 1 7 

CAN 2 3 2 1 8 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

DERMENDJIAM (USA) GUERRA (PER) BROCHERO (ARG)] 
 

COMMENTS 
 

Brazil and Canada went at each during the second game of the tournament. Brazil 

scored in less than 10 seconds on a counter. Canada was able to tie the score 

capitalizing on an extra man situation. Both teams scored from perimeter play, and 

on the last play of the quarter Brazil scored on extra man for a 3-2 lead. Canada 

came out strong in the second quarter at both ends of the pool. Brazil wasn’t able to 

muster a solid attack while Canada scored three goals in the first five minutes of the 

quarter. Brazil was able to score at the end of the half to cut the Canada lead 5-4. 

The third quarter was very competitive. At one moment, Brazil had one penalty 

shot and one open shot in front of the cage stopped before they scored on a penalty 

shot. Both teams exchanged goals at the end of the third quarter, leaving Canada 

ahead 7-6 going int the fourth quarter. During the last quarter both teams tighten 

their defense. The only Brazil lapse cost them an early goal in the quarter, giving 

Canada a two goal lead. Brazil scored from two meters to put the score 8-7 with just 

less than three minutes to go. After that goal both teams had chances to score on 

counter attacks and extra man but neither team was able to do so. Brazil will play 

Argentina on the second day of competition. They we lead by Leao (#7) and 

Pereira(#11) with two goals. Canada’s top scorers were Vandyke (#10) Lizotte (#11) 

with two goals. They will have the day off tomorro 


